
Cs+H+H three-body calculation in cuboctahedron twelve Pd cluster. 

Rpd=2.75Å，RH=1.75Å, aCs=2.65Å,       Z: electron number: 55+6+12x46=613

133
55Cs + 2T →139

57La   , 135
55Cs + 2D →139

57La  , 137
55Cs +2p →139

57La  ,

Life time:   12.33y               2.3x106y                          30.07y 



Cs+H+H three-ion Hamiltonian:

Cs+H+H molecular Hamiltonian:
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The second term is given by,



12 x  N-Pd Coulomb potentials



A three-body force (potential) which can reproduce the La ground state energy.

The sixth potential is a three-body long range hadron potential by the GPT theory,
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ρ :  density 

T : temperature or energy

t :  duration time

Critical Reaction Value:

Clow (in molecular system)  =  t x ρ xT

Chigh (Thermo-nuclear fusion) = t x ρ xT 



Summary 

1) Cs+H+H three-ion calculation in a Cuboctahedron CsH2Pd12

cluster 

2) Used potentials: 5 and 6

①Nuclear CsHH, ②Coulomb CsHH,

③Coulomb (Cs,H,H)-12Pd，④Nuclear three-body short range 

force CsHH,   ⑤ electrons-(Cs,H, Pd, and electron),

where to freeze electron degree’s of freedom fitted to gr. 1st

CsH2 molecular states by the Kohn-Sham equation or the ADF 

(Amsterdam density functional) package.  

3) The 6th potential is the hadron three-body long range potential  

by the general particle transfer (GPT) method.

4) Calculation is done from 0.01fm to several ten nm region in 

one stretch with 100-figures accuracy.



5) Obtained 4 ion-oscillation (IOS) states 

between gr and 1st states.

6) IOS states strongly interfere with the three-nuclear   

resonance states of La* and go down to La ground state.

7) In order to compare the thermal nuclear fusion, 

a critical value C= t x ρ x T was compered 

between thermo- and ultra-low energy nuclear syntheses

(ULNS).

8) They are almost the same, because the density of   

thermonuclear synthesis is 3.30x1014/cm3

While the cuboctahedron is 3.44x1022/cm3,

However, the energy is 5.17x104eV in the former case,

but  3.18eV        in the latter case.

Chigh=2.73x107[sec・Pa]     vs    Clow=1.75x1010 [sec・Pa].

Therefore, ULNS could be easily controlled by saving energy.



Thank you very much for your attention





Molecular Hamiltonian, for 609-electrons could be solved by the Khon-

Sham equation or the ADF (Amsterdam density functional) package.

Therefore, in CsH6Pd12

5.9155-4.4601=1.4554eV

deeper binding energy in the cage, which brings H into the Cs atomic radius by

Cs

H   

In CsH6Pd12          Rpd=2.75Å，RH=1.75Å, aCs=2.65Å, 2.65Å- 1.75Å=0.9Å

H



CsD2Pd12 case



















⑤el-el
⑤Zel-Pd

Therefore, these parameters are fitted with the ground state (-5.916eV)  and the 

first excited state (296.1eV) energies by the ADF calculation.

⑤Zel-N
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